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Paper’s Motivation & Plan
Can we advance a mechanistic framework of policy
learning?
Specifically, what are the mechanisms for learning?
We outline:
(1) Model of learning varieties
(2) Realist approach to mechanisms
(3) Mechanisms that generate learning
(4) Triggers and constraints

Defining Policy Learning
Learning as updating of beliefs about public
policy based on lived experiences, analysis or
social interaction
Mechanisms need to capture this process of
knowledge acquisition and belief updating
Specifically, mechanisms underpinning four
ideal types of learning: epistemic, reflexive,
bargaining and hierarchy
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Realist Approach to Mechanisms
Mechanisms act on the individual – homo
discentis – at micro, meso and macro levels of
interaction
Realist view: mechanisms generate an outcome
in a given time or space context
Mechanisms may result in dysfunctional learning
forms
Mechanisms’ triggers and hindrances exist in
structures and agency
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Conclusions
Next steps ….
- Distinguishing mechanisms at different levels
- Impact on design architectures
- Empirical exploration and counter-examples
- Temporal dimension and sequencing
Treating learning as a dependent variable is just
the start
- Learning as independent – mechanisms linking
learning with change

